
Spring 2022 Regional SD4C Meeting Minutes

Hosted by Southwestern College via Zoom May 13, 2022 12:00 noon to 2:00 PM

Start Time: 12:00 noon End Time: 2:00 PM

Location: SWC ZOOM

Agenda Topics: Requested by Faculty
Name/School:

Minutes

SD4C Meeting Kickoff (Introductions) Southwestern Dept. Chair CIS - Tom Luibel introduced
Southwestern College full -time CIS faculty
members Prof. JD Davis and Prof. Mohamed
Idiris-Sharif

Welcome and Introductions (name, school, courses
teaching, anything else?)

All Participants introduced themselves.

OER Initiatives, curriculum approval, using OER
textbooks, and other OER instructional content in
courses, instructor and student experiences

Southwestern ● Allan S.-researching generating own
materials…app BlueJ.org demo. The
BlueJ Java programming IDE was
discussed, a demonstration of this
programming environment via Zoom
shared screen ensued.

● Tom L. - app PlayPosit
● Marc B.-does acting, voice overs…uses

lots of video in his course. There was a
discussion on the use of video and



platforms like Playposit and YouTube.
Captioning options for video still present
a challenge. Video production takes
some time to produce deliverables and to
have them captioned.

● Also, there was a discussion of OEI
resources that were being used for
course content and instructional
materials.

● Competency based education was
discussed in conjunction with the Canvas
LMS in terms of delivery and the
instructor and student experience. CBE
is still a work in progress in terms of
deployment with the Canvas LMS.

C-ID ITIS 120 Revised January 20, 2021 Computer
Information Systems, Computer Concepts, Information
Technology Concepts. Revised content and objectives.

Southwestern C-ID ITIS 120 Revised January 20, 2021 and
course outlines need to be reviewed and or
modified for modifications if necessary based on
revision.

CISC Curriculum: Eliminating basic skills advisories on
CISC courses?

Miramar Alex S.- Associates of Science, Cert of
Achievement…

CISC Curriculum: Incorporating CISC 187, Data
Structures in C++, as restricted elective into degrees
and certificates?

Miramar Alex S. - to add CISC 187 Data Structures in C++
…suggested having discussions/vote at Miramar
with some input from SD4C. Suggestions were
made to also loop in the Advisory Committee on
proposed changes. Also, it was suggested that
Alex should communicate with Walter Wesley
from Mesa college because he will be presenting
later on a similar offering at Mesa College.

Any interested in Google Docs as a tool instead of
Microsoft Office? (SDSU concerns?)

Grossmont Discussion ensued…both have advantages and
disadvantages. Clifton Quinn - Grossmont



College asked about where Google Docs would
fit in the curriculum compared to Microsoft
Office? Ron Burgher from Palomar reiterated that
Microsoft Office is still the industry standard and
will be for the foreseeable future.

HyFlex - Good, Bad, Ugly? Palomar To have a class that is completely online but an
option to have students come in F2F…Zoom on
steroids…captioning is an issue. Discussion on
attendance accounting. Curt Sharon - Cuyamaca
College his experience teaching a synchronous
course in the Cisco program. Students are
required to attend in person and or remotely
during the scheduled time. Camera placement
and functionality can be a challenge during
synchronous sessions.

Bachelor's Degree Program Submittal (Cyber Defense
& Analysis)

Terri Savarese -- City College Bachelor’s degree in Cyber Defense & Analysis
proposal by City College is being submitted and
there should be a decision by the state in 30-60
days.

Return to Campus Discussion Terri Savarese -- City College City is returning initially with one class per
instructor in 22FA then more in 23SP. Other
Community Colleges in the region have similar
plans to return to campus in the Fall of 22.

GoogleWorkspace Course?? Terri Savarese -- City College Discussed offering GoogleWorkspace Course
and gauging demand for such a course.
Comments were that many companies are using
GoogleWorkspace as a productivity suite.

Discussion of schedule planned for on-campus vs
online courses. What is still on-ground?

Grossmont This item combined with City College agenda
item: City is returning initially with one class per
instructor in 22FA then more in 23SP. Other
Community Colleges in the region have similar
plans to return to campus in the Fall of 22. Online



vs on-ground mix depends on the particular
region Community College and new course
modality trend preferences that have emerged
during the pandemic .

What version of Office installed for Fall.... 2019, 2021,
or...?

Grossmont Discussion, most using Microsoft Office 365,
there are some lab configuration challenges with
updates, and using it with publisher applications.

Who is using TestOut? And experiences can you
share (Cost vs Results)

Rick White - MiraCosta Ron B. using TestOut, good and bad…reduces
instructor workload because content is pre
generated. City College negotiated terms with
TestOut that allow students to use it in multiple
courses.

CISC 201 Advanced C++ Programming proposition for
prerequisites update

Walter Wesley - Mesa College C++ Cert. of Achievement, discussed the
prerequisite update for this certificate.

Mesa College C++ Certificate of Achievement
proposal
CISC 192
CISC 187 or CISC 205
CISC 201

Walter Wesley - Mesa College There was a discussion of the Mesa College C++
Certificate of Achievement proposal.

Wrap Up

Who needs new faculty? All Classes that need instructors were discussed,
Cuyamaca College has an immediate need for
Ciso program instructors due to a recent
retirement. Please contact Curtis Sharon -
Cuyamaca College for course information.

Q&A, Wrapup, List sign up (freelists.org/list/sd4c),
Hosting for Fall SD4C

Southwestern Mesa College has volunteered for the next SD4C
meeting possibly in person and Zoom format.


